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RUN 884

KSH3 TRASH

Dyke Finger puts it in the wrong hole
Panic has obviously set in. Dyke Finger
summoned me to a private meeting at the
Lava Lounge this past Wednesday. Treat Me
Kindly was his request. No money passed
hands.
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Breaking Hash News.
•

•

•

•

•

Hash News reports details of the Year
End/Singapore Bash, 14th December
2019.
15th December (following morning), the
Hangover run. Kick off 10:45 in the high
hills of Nathon City. Tour leader, mister
hilly himself, Leopard Piss. Snacks after
the 5km plus plus trail assuming the hare
doesn’t get lost. Get lost at your own peril
as there is no sweep truck. All welcome to
wave the Singaporeans goodbye.
Red Dress Run 889 on 28th December
hared by non other than non
hare….Scouse Bastard.
Run 888 on 21st December. No idea if it’s
a special run. But the hare, Two Stroke is
certainly special.
Don’t bring 1000 baht notes it annoys the
grumpy hash cash. This week 5
unthoughtful hashers arrived clutching
1000’s and 3 clutching 500’s. Save your
100’s for Saturday. Retribution will be
harsh.
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Dyke Finger
Crive

RA

Leopard Piss

Venue

Ban Thurian

Hash Run
Hashers

884
56

Virgins

2

Spies

0

Hash Shit

Grany Basher
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The clouds and the crowds were massing in downtown Taling Nahm on Saturday and
Dyke Finger and Dambuster were waiting on the fringe to deliver the good news that for
all but the Rambos the trail would be extremely user friendly. The water would be only
waist deep and the two of them had just been out to provoke the wild beasts by waving
red dusters and setting off fireworks, sounded as though it was going to be fun.
With all this good news the 56 entrants were pawing the ground in anticipation and once
they divulged where the ON ON was and the bell rang. There was a stampede and all but
the cripples disappeared in a cloud of dust. 10 (ten) checks he had said and the first was
stumbled upon fairly quickly and solved equally quickly only to be followed immediately
by number 2 which also was disposed of in jig time by the highly trained Hashers in the
van.
Over the next few kilometres the pattern repeated itself and most of the mob stayed on
paper with the notable exception of Down Early, who once again donned her cross
country boots and blazed her own trail but this time she came a cropper as what she
thought was a “shortcut” turned out to be a dead end and after doubling back to regain
the shreddies she eventually slinked back into camp just seconds before DFL.
Fair play to the Hares as all and sundry were accounted for and the general mutterings
all seemed favourable so when it came to decision time all but a few hands were raised
for a great Hash. So Mr. and Mrs. Cloggie breathed easier and matters progressed to
welcoming the Vs and Vs with Poland, The Netherlands and Blighty all represented.
Squealers were Big Yin for the Rambos and……..nobody for the Wankers so there was a
stand in snitch in the shape of Forbeskin who complemented all the shufflers on
exemplary behaviour while Grumpy Jock named and shamed Winkle and Masterbates for
check hanging and of course Down Early who by now was fully recovered from her cross
country antics.
Returners Granny Basher and Big White Telephone were joined in the Circle by the Vs
and Vs who were also leaving, clearly we impressed them, also in but in a sedentary
position was Leopard Piss, guilty of Islamophobia, and seemed comfortable on the cubes
so he got to stay there while we all warbled Swing low sweet chariot and discussed
Granny’s and Telephone’s travels.
By this time we were being spied on from above by Masterbates’s new toy and the
evidence will accompany this drivel,
Naming’s and L.P. took on the role of R.A. and Lack Of Nooky sent her two little dears in
to face the music. They emerged as Pac Man and George of the Jungle. This was
followed by Chas Titty pointing out that the newly christened Pac Man was freshly
booted. The brave lad downed from his slipper and subsequently Chas Titty plonked her
cheeks on the cubes, guilty of child abuse, ahah it’s a cruel world.
The Poo Yings came front and centre for a bit of jocularity and deftly poured the Downies
mouthward while restricted by the tubes, the next task was to do some ale consumption
between their legs but nobody could remember how that was performed so they simply
scooped back the good stuff and smiled .
Foghorn Leghorn called Crive and The Bender to book for failing to break Checks and
they also got their butts chilled.
Tangerine Man and Uphill Gardener have a treat in store next week and will have you all
on best behaviour.
Nothing else to report, at least not that I can remember.
Circle closed for gratuitous gargling.
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